
 

Yes, Mark Zuckerberg will wear a suit for
Congress testimony

April 10 2018, by Barbara Ortutay

  
 

  

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, center, leaves a meeting with Sen. John
Thune, R-S.D. on Capitol Hill in Washington, Monday, April 9, 2018.
Zuckerberg will testify Tuesday before a joint hearing of the Commerce and
Judiciary Committees about the use of Facebook data to target American voters
in the 2016 election. (AP Photo/Andrew Harnik)

Yes, Mark Zuckerberg will wear a suit.
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Though best known for his "uniform" of jeans, sneakers and a fitted
gray T-shirt—adding a hoodie if the weather demands—the Facebook
CEO will don a suit and tie when he testifies before Congress this week.
He already did Monday, when he met with lawmakers ahead of
Tuesday's and Wednesday's grillings.

The 33-year-old billionaire is no stranger to suits. In 2009, he wore a tie
every day, the first of what have become his yearly "personal
challenges."

Back then, the U.S. economy was in a deep recession and Facebook was
not yet profitable. The company "needed to get serious about making
sure Facebook had a sustainable business model," he wrote on his
Facebook page this January. "It was a serious year, and I wore a tie every
day as a reminder."

Today "feels a lot like that first year," he added. The world feels
"anxious and divided" and Facebook, he wrote, has a lot of work to do.

His personal challenge for 2018 is to fix Facebook.

While wearing a suit won't fix Facebook, it will serve as an outward sign
that Zuckerberg is treating his testimony seriously. The CEO had rankled
Wall Street back in 2012 when he paraded around in a hoodie when
meeting with investors about the company's initial public stock offering.

Since then, though, he's often donned a suit when meeting with world
leaders such as China's president, Xi Jinping or former President Barack
Obama. He also wore a suit and black tie during his backyard wedding to
Dr. Priscilla Chan in 2012, and last year when he gave a commencement
speech at Harvard.

On more ordinary days, though, Zuckerberg turns to his usual attire. But
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he's not unique among Silicon Valley titans in wearing the same thing
every day. Late Apple CEO Steve Jobs wore jeans and a black
turtleneck. Both had their shirts specially designed and made for them,
though it is possible to purchase copycats online.

Asked in a 2014 "town hall" with Facebook users why he wears what he
wears, Zuckerberg said it's so he has to make "as few decisions as
possible about anything except how to best serve this community."
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